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Abstract
Multimedia databases have gained popularity due to rapidly growing quantities of multimedia data and the need to perform eﬃcient
indexing, retrieval and analysis of this data. One downside of multimedia databases is the necessity to process the data for feature extraction and labeling prior to storage and querying. Huge amount of data makes it impossible to complete this task manually. We propose a
tool for the automatic detection and tracking of salient objects, and derivation of spatio-temporal relations between them in video. Our
system aims to reduce the work for manual selection and labeling of objects signiﬁcantly by detecting and tracking the salient objects, and
hence, requiring to enter the label for each object only once within each shot instead of specifying the labels for each object in every frame
they appear. This is also required as a ﬁrst step in a fully-automatic video database management system in which the labeling should also
be done automatically. The proposed framework covers a scalable architecture for video processing and stages of shot boundary detection, salient object detection and tracking, and knowledge-base construction for eﬀective spatio-temporal object querying.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Multimedia databases; Salient object detection and tracking; Camera focus estimation; Object labeling; Knowledge-base construction;
Spatio-temporal queries

1. Introduction
The rapid increase in the amount of multimedia data has
resulted in the development of various technologies for
handling large volumes of data. These technologies concentrate on eﬃcient compression and storage of the multimedia data. One of the particularly interesting storage
systems is the ‘‘multimedia database”, which stores multimedia content that can be queried by various features [1].
Some examples of prototype multimedia database systems
include QBIC [2], VisualSeek [3], and VideoQ [4]. If the
media is video, the queried features are spatial, spatio-temporal, semantic, motion (e.g., object trajectories) and
*
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object features (e.g., color, shape, texture) [5]. Before
retrieval, the videos need to be processed to extract the
features that can be queried. Since the ﬁrst appearance of
multimedia databases, research on eﬃcient means of
feature extraction has become popular. To this end, some
manual, semi-automatic and automatic tools have been
developed [3,4,6–8].
This paper proposes a framework for automatic salient
object extraction. The framework is used to detect and
track salient objects in a given video automatically and
construct a list of spatio-temporal features for our video
database system, BilVideo [9]. This process aims to reduce
the huge amount of time and eﬀort required for manual
selection and labeling of objects for video indexing.
We ﬁrst use a color histogram-based shot boundary
detector to ﬁnd the shot boundaries. Then, each video is
processed on a shot basis following the common practice;
salient objects within each shot are detected and tracked.
At the end of processing each shot, tracked objects satisfying
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a consistency requirement are saved. Once the object
extraction is completed, the extracted objects are labeled
(annotated) manually. Finally, the spatio-temporal relations between the labeled objects are computed using their
minimum bounding rectangles and stored into the
database.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of our video database system, BilVideo,
and the motivation for this work. We discuss related work
on video processing for automatic object extraction and
tracking in Section 3. In Section 4, we give an overview
of the proposed framework and explain our approach for
salient object detection, tracking, and labeling. We present
experimental results on news videos from TRECVID 2006
video corpus and evaluate the performance of our system
in Section 5. We conclude with possible future improvements to the system in Section 6.
2. BilVideo video database system
2.1. System architecture
BilVideo is our prototype video database system [9]. The
architecture of BilVideo (Fig. 1) is original in that it provides full support for spatio-temporal queries that contain
any combination of spatial, temporal, object-appearance,
external-predicate, trajectory-projection, and similaritybased object-trajectory conditions by a rule-based system
built on a knowledge-base, while utilizing an object-relational database to respond to semantic (keyword, event/
activity, and category-based), color, shape, and texture
queries. The knowledge-base of BilVideo contains a factbase and a comprehensive set of rules implemented in Prolog. The rules in the knowledge-base signiﬁcantly reduce
the number of facts that need to be stored for spatio-temporal querying of video data [10]. Query processor interacts
with both the knowledge-base and object-relational database to respond to user queries that contain a combination
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of spatio-temporal, semantic, color, shape, and texture
video queries. Intermediate query results returned from
these two system components are integrated seamlessly
by the query processor, and ﬁnal results are sent to the
Web clients.
To the best of our knowledge, BilVideo is by far the
most feature-complete video DBMS (database management system), as it supports spatio-temporal, semantic,
color, shape, and texture queries in an integrated manner. Moreover, it is also unique in its support for retrieving any segment of a video clip, where the given query
conditions are satisﬁed, regardless of how video data is
semantically partitioned. To our knowledge, none of
the video query systems available today can return a
subinterval of a scene as part of a query result, simply
because video features are associated with shots deﬁned
to be the smallest semantic units of video data. In our
approach, object trajectories, object-appearance relations,
and spatio-temporal relations between video objects are
represented as Prolog facts in a knowledge-base, and
they are not explicitly related to semantic units of videos.
Thus, BilVideo can return precise answers for user queries, when requested, in terms of frame intervals. Moreover, our assessment for the directional relations
between two video objects is also novel in that two overlapping objects may have directional relations deﬁned for
them with respect to one another, provided that center
points of the objects’ MBRs (minimum bounding rectangles) are diﬀerent. Furthermore, BilVideo query language
provides three aggregate functions, average, sum, and
count, which may be very attractive for some applications, such as sports analysis systems and mobile object
tracking systems, to collect statistical data on spatio-temporal events.
Fact Extractor (see Fig. 1) is used to populate the factbase of BilVideo, and extract color and shape histograms
of the objects in video key frames. Spatio-temporal relations between objects, object-appearance relations, and

Fig. 1. Overall architecture of BilVideo video database system.
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object trajectories are extracted semi-automatically. The set
of facts representing the relations and trajectories are
stored in the fact-base, and it is used for spatio-temporal
query processing. Sets of facts are kept in separate fact-ﬁles
for each video clip processed, along with some other video
speciﬁc data, such as video length, frame rate, key frames
list, etc., extracted automatically by the tool. Extracted
color and shape histograms of salient objects are stored
in the feature database to be used for color and shape queries. Previously, the fact extraction relied on a semi-automatic object extraction process in which the user needed
to specify objects in each video frame by their MBRs,
requiring a huge amount of time and eﬀort to index even
very short videos.
2.2. Motivation for this work
The motivation for this work is twofold:
1. If the object extraction tool used in a video database system is operated manually, this induces a serious drawback on the usefulness of the system on large data
sets. On a fully-manual system, the user should specify
the object MBRs and labels for each frame. It takes
about 20–30 s to process each frame manually. An average 5-min video contains 7500 frames which requires a
total of 52 h of manual work. On the other hand, if
the objects can be detected and tracked automatically,
the user should label the objects only at the beginning
of each shot or when they ﬁrst appear. The system will
label the rest of the frames in the shot automatically.
Hence, the required manual work decreases tremendously from tens of hours to a few minutes. Therefore,
automatic detection of objects and relationships between
them can provide signiﬁcant contribution to the eﬀectiveness of a video database system.
2. Another very important motivation for an automatic
salient object extraction tool is the need for fully-automatic video database systems, in which the object labeling (annotation) is also done automatically. Therefore,
we focus on the development of an automatic salient
object extraction tool for BilVideo in this work. We
use classical computer vision techniques to build the system and emphasize the general framework rather than
individual algorithms that already exist in the literature.

3. Related work
In this section, we review related work on video processing for automatic video object extraction and tracking, still
being challenging issues in computer vision. The literature
is huge; therefore, we only provide pointers to some of the
recent work that helped us in developing our system. Video
object segmentation, extraction, detection are all similar in
meaning with slight diﬀerences. Therefore, we use them
interchangeably.

3.1. Shot boundary detection
Almost every application in video processing exploits
shot boundary information obtained from a shot boundary
detector. This information is helpful in delimiting the video
into frame intervals during which diﬀerent sets of objects
appear. Shots in a video are collections of consecutive
frames that are usually taken by a single camera and that
share a common scene. Shots are considered as the elementary units of a video. The transition between shots are various, ranging from easy-to-detect hard cuts to more
diﬃcult dissolves, wipes, fades, and slides. There are several
works on detecting shot boundaries, as reviewed in [11,12].
This is also one of the tasks in TRECVID conference and
workshop series [13]. Some of the methods used to detect
shot boundaries are as follows:
 Color and edge histogram methods are based on comparison of successive frames by their color and edge
histograms.
 Edge/contour based methods utilize the discontinuity in
edges and contours at the shot boundaries.
 Motion based methods measure the discontinuity in
motion during the transition.
 Pixel-diﬀerencing methods count the pixels changed
according to a certain threshold from one frame to
another, and assume a shot boundary if the number
exceeds another threshold.
 Statistical methods calculate statistical features of pixels,
such as mean and variance, and compare them with the
preceding frames to detect shot boundaries.

3.2. Video object segmentation and tracking
Video object segmentation is used to identify regions of
interest in a scene and is one of the most challenging tasks
in video processing. It is a key step in many applications,
including content-based indexing and retrieval, compression, recognition, event analysis, understanding, video surveillance, intelligent transportation systems, and so on. The
problem of unsupervised video object segmentation is illdeﬁned because semantic objects do not usually correspond
to homogeneous spatio-temporal regions in color, texture,
or motion.
Existing approaches to video object segmentation
include spatial segmentation and motion tracking,
motion-based segmentation, moving object extraction,
region growing using spatio-temporal similarity. These
approaches can be grouped in two broad categories: spatial
segmentation followed by integration of temporal information to merge regions and motion-based segmentation.
Both of the approaches involve no user interaction, therefore, the segmented objects are often not consistent with
human visual perception. Consequently, practical application of these algorithms is normally limited to region segmentation rather than video object segmentation [14].
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There is a large literature on spatial image segmentation
ranging from graph-based methods, region merging techniques, graph cuts to spectral methods. In JSEG algorithm
[15], images are ﬁrst quantized to several representative
classes. Then, each pixel is replaced by its representative
class label. By applying a ‘‘good” segmentation criterion
to local windows, they produce what they call a ‘‘J-image”.
Finally, a region growing approach is used to segment the
image based on multi-scale J-images. It is also applied to
video sequences with an additional region tracking scheme
and shown to be robust on real images and video.
In Blobworld [16], segmentation is obtained by clustering pixels in a joint color–texture-position feature space
using Expectation Maximization (EM). In [17], the authors
construct an edge ﬂow graph based on detected edges, and
use the graph to ﬁnd objects in the scene. Normalized Cut
[18] algorithm constructs a graph from the image; each
node (pixel) has an edge to all other nodes (pixels). The segmentation is obtained by ﬁnding the normalized cuts of the
graph. It is one of the most successful image segmentation
algorithms in literature but it is computationally costly. An
eﬃcient graph-based segmentation is proposed in [19]. It
runs in time linearly with the number of graph edges and
is faster than the Normalized Cut algorithm. It is a greedy
algorithm and works by ﬁrst sorting the edges in increasing
order of weight and then processing the edges in this order
in the segmentation of the graph. Finally, a disjoint set forest (DSF) is obtained; each set corresponds to one component in the image.
The details of moving object segmentation and spatiotemporal segmentation can be found in [14,20–26] and
tracking in [27–31].
3.3. Saliency detection
In the literature, salient objects are deﬁned as the visually distinguishable, conspicuous image components that
attract our attention at the ﬁrst glance. These are usually
high contrast regions, or regions with signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
appearance compared to their surroundings. Detection of
salient regions is also referred to as image attention
analysis.
The literature on saliency analysis is broad. The ﬁrst
remarkable work in the ﬁeld is [32]. It combines multiscale image features into a single topographical saliency
map. Using this map and a dynamic neural network,
the attended image locations are selected in order of
decreasing saliency. In [33], a saliency map is generated
based on local contrast analysis, and a fuzzy growing
method is used to extract attended areas or objects from
the saliency map by simulating human perception. In
[34], the authors propose a salient object extraction
method by a contrast map using three features (luminance, color, and orientation), and salient points for
object-based image retrieval. The work in [35] investigates empirically to what extent pure bottom-up attention can extract useful information about the location,
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size and shape of objects from images and demonstrates
how this information can be utilized to enable unsupervised learning of objects from unlabeled images. In
[36], image segmentation is formulated as the identiﬁcation of single perceptually most salient structure in the
image. In [37], salient regions in remote-sensed images
are detected based on scale and contrast interaction
using local contrast features obtained by Gabor ﬁlters.
The detection of salient structure exploits a probabilistic
mixture model taking two series of multi-scale features as
input related to contrast and size information. The
model parameters are learned by an EM-type algorithm,
and each pixel is classiﬁed as being salient or not, resulting in a binary segmentation. In [38], salient object detection is formulated as an image segmentation problem, in
which salient object is separated from the image background. A set of novel features are proposed: multi-scale
contrast, center-surround histogram, and color spatial
distribution to describe a salient object locally, regionally, and globally. A Conditional Random Field (CRF)
is learned using a human labeled set of training images
to eﬀectively combine these features for salient object
detection.
4. System overview
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the structure of our
automatic salient object extraction tool, and then give
an overview of the framework that is used to process
videos. Our tool works by performing four major tasks
in series:
1.
2.
3.
4.

shot boundary detection,
salient object detection,
object tracking, and
user interaction, object labeling and knowledge-base
construction.

Properties of the video corpus for which a video database system is designed aﬀect the choice of methods to be
employed in the system. For example, an object extraction
tool designed for surveillance videos will not perform well
in news videos. We have made the following assumptions
while designing our system targeting complex news videos.
1. The scene background is not known and is not static,
since news videos have video footage of multiple
unknown locations during interviews. Most of the backgrounds are outdoor environments, such as busy streets,
resulting in highly dynamic backgrounds.
2. The scene changes often since news videos include interviews and video footage from diﬀerent places.
3. Objects are not distinct from the background. Many
objects have the same color distribution as the background. An immediate example is a person being interviewed in a crowd, or an anchor worn in black in a
dark studio.
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4. The number of interesting objects in the scene is limited.
Since news generally focuses on a speciﬁc person, or a
meeting of 2 or 3 people, we do not generally expect
more than 4–5 salient objects in the scene.
5. Object movement is smooth, which means there will not
be any sudden changes in direction or speed of objects.
6. Occlusions may happen but are not common. Since news
videos mainly focus on the target person or event, it is
quite uncommon for the target to be occluded by
another object.
Some of these assumptions, which are observed in news
videos, limit the usability of existing methods and algorithms. Assumptions 1 and 2 prevent eﬃcient use of background subtraction and construction methods for object
detection. Assumption 3 limits the usability of basic segmentation methods for images.
In news videos, most important objects are usually
humans. Therefore, detailed spatio-temporal search for
people will be very useful. For example, the user may want
to retrieve the video segments in which Bush is having a
conversation with Putin, and Bush is to the right of Putin.
To improve the performance of the system on such queries,
we employ a face detector running in parallel with the salient object detector. In this way, we aim to ensure higher
accuracy in detecting the presence of people in case we cannot obtain a good segmentation, which frequently occurs in
complex and dark scenes.
4.1. Shot boundary detection
We need a good enough shot boundary detector with
performance close to the state-of-the-art in this ﬁeld. Histogram-based methods are simpler and computationally
more eﬃcient compared to the other methods, yet the performance is also satisfactory [11,12]. Therefore, we take a
simple approach to shot boundary detection using a normalized hue-saturation histogram-based frame diﬀerence.
The distance between successive frames is measured using
the Bhattacharyya metric. Sharp transitions (cuts) are easy
to detect by setting a single threshold above which a shot
boundary is declared. To detect smooth transitions (fades,
dissolves), we use two thresholds: a low threshold to detect
the starting point of possible smooth transition and a high
threshold to declare a shot boundary. When the low threshold is exceeded, we save the last frame and compare it to
the ﬁrst frame in which the inter frame distance falls below
the low threshold again. If the distance is larger than the
high threshold, there is a shot boundary.
4.2. Salient object detection
Salient object detection is the most important part of
our system. Decoded video frames are ﬁrst preprocessed
to remove noise and ﬂatten the texture for better segmentation. Then, each frame is segmented into regions and
saliencies of these regions are measured according to some

heuristics (as described in Section 4.2.5). Finally, salient
regions are tracked throughout the shot at the end of which
tracked object information is saved for manual labeling in
a later stage.
Considering the assumptions related to the content and
diﬃculty level of the videos, we take a spatio-temporal segmentation approach. First, we segment the individual
frames using a spatial segmentation method. Then, we try
to merge the regions of the over-segmentation by ﬁrst using
color, and then, velocity properties of the regions. In our
implementation, temporal information is limited to the
velocity obtained by optical ﬂow between two successive
frames. At the end of the segmentation, we expect to get
more meaningful regions in terms of human visual perception, corresponding to semantic objects (e.g., a human, a
car). However, this is still not achievable with the current
state-of-the-art in computer vision; ﬁnal segmentation does
not usually correspond to semantic objects. For example, a
person may be segmented into two pieces, a face region and
a body region.
4.2.1. Preprocessing
We use bilateral ﬁltering [39] to smooth the video frames
while preserving the edges as much as possible. To obtain
good segmentation, textured areas should be ﬂattened
but edges should not be lost. This is exactly what the bilateral ﬁltering is designed for. We use Lab color space (CIELAB) since unlike RGB space, Lab color is designed to
approximate human vision. It is perceptually more uniform, and its L component closely matches human perception of lightness.
4.2.2. Initial segmentation
Graph-based approaches are very successful for image
segmentation. We obtain the initial segmentation of video
frames using the eﬃcient graph-based approach described
in [19]. We adapted the freely available implementation
of the author to our system. Although the graph-based
approach in [18] is more successful, it is computationally
demanding.
First, the frames are smoothed with 3  3 bilateral ﬁltering to ﬂatten the textured regions. Then, an undirected
graph is constructed. Each node corresponds to a pixel
and each edge connects a pair of neighboring pixels.
We use 4-connectedness for each pixel and calculate
the edge weights as the Euclidean distance in color
between the pair of connected pixels. The threshold
and minimum area size parameters of the algorithm are
set as 300 and 100 as suggested in the paper. For the
aﬀect of these parameters on the segmentation, please
see the original paper [19]. The graph is segmented into
a disjoint set forest (DSF) using a greedy approach by
ﬁrst sorting the edges into increasing order according
to edge weights. All edges are scanned in increasing
order of weight. If the edge weight between a pair of
nodes is less than the maximum edge weight of both
of the components, they are merged and maximum edge
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weight of the new component is updated. This way a disjoint set forest is obtained. Each disjoint set in the DSF
corresponds to a connected component in the image.
4.2.3. Region merging
Initial segmentation results in an over-segmented
image in most cases. Therefore, a subsequent region
merging operation is required to obtain more meaningful components. To this end, we ﬁrst construct a Region
Adjacency Graph (RAG) to represent the initial oversegmented image. In this graph, each node represents
a connected component, and each edge represents neighborhood relations between each pair of components;
these are average color and velocity diﬀerence between
the two components. We compute the dense optical ﬂow
in x and y directions between successive frames to
obtain the velocity information. Additionally, each
region is represented with a set of simple color and
shape features:






mean and variance of color values,
color histogram,
area,
A2P: ratio of region area to region perimeter
A2MBR: ratio of region area to area of the minimum
bounding rectangle (MBR) of the region, and
 average region velocities in x and y directions.
We use the following heuristics derived from experimental observations on segmented region properties to decide
on whether to merge two neighboring regions A and B.
 Do not merge A and B if A2P ratio of one of them
is very small (e.g., less than 1) or aspect ratio is
very large or very small and resulting component
has a much lower A2MBR ratio. This is to avoid
merging of thin, long regions to more compact
regions in a perpendicular direction, hence favor
compact regions.
 Merge A and B if the average color diﬀerence on the
boundary between A and B is suﬃciently small. This
allows merging of an over segmented region with
another region if there is a slowly varying gradient on
the boundary due to illumination eﬀects.
 Merge A and B if the distance between the color histogram, mean and standard deviation of the regions are
small and average color and velocity diﬀerence on the
boundary is not too large. This allows merging of
regions with similar color. The velocity constraint is
imposed to be able to diﬀerentiate two distinct objects
with similar color based on velocity diﬀerence on the
boundary.
 Merge A and B if they are both moving and they have
velocities close to each other. This is to merge regions
with diﬀerent color belonging to the same object if the
object is moving. An example would be a walking man
wearing a white t-shirt and blue jeans.
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 Finally, merge small components. Merge A and B if A
is small and completely contained in B. Merge A and
B if one of them is small and color and velocity difference on the boundary is minimum among all
neighbors.
4.2.4. Face detection
We use the object detector of OpenCV library [40] based
on the object detection algorithm initially proposed by
Paul Viola [41]. This object detection algorithm works as
follows. First, a classiﬁer (namely a cascade of boosted
classiﬁers working with Haar-like features) is trained with
a few hundreds of sample views of a particular object
(i.e., a face), called positive examples (e.g., face regions),
and negative examples (e.g., non-face regions) that are
scaled to the same size. After a classiﬁer is trained, it can
be applied to a region of interest (of the same size as used
during the training) in an input image. The classiﬁer outputs a 1 if the region is likely to contain the object (i.e.,
face), and 0 otherwise. To search for the object in the whole
image one can move the search window across the image
and check every location using the classiﬁer. The classiﬁer
is designed so that it can be easily resized in order to be
able to ﬁnd the objects of interest at diﬀerent sizes, which
is more eﬃcient than resizing the image itself. Therefore,
to ﬁnd an object of an unknown size in the image, the scan
procedure should be done several times at diﬀerent scales.
We use the pre-trained face models of OpenCV for face
detection and ﬁnd frontal faces with size greater than
20  20 pixels.
4.2.5. Saliency determination
Our saliency concept is somewhat diﬀerent from how it
is deﬁned in literature. Rather than the regions that attract
our attention at the ﬁrst glance, we aim to extract objects
that may be important in indexing and searching the video.
Hence, our sense of saliency is broader, encompassing the
saliency concept discussed in Section 3.3.
Diﬀerent people may select diﬀerent objects as salient on
the same scene. However, some class of objects are almost
always salient to everyone, such as a person in a news
video. Therefore, we decide on the saliency of objects using
the following simple heuristics.
 Faces are salient since they indicate the presence of people in the scene, and people are the most important
actors especially in news videos.
 Moving objects in a scene are mostly salient. Examples
are moving car, ﬂying airplane, walking person.
 Objects that are in camera focus are probably salient.
 Visually conspicuous objects are usually salient.
To determine the objects in focus we need to estimate
the camera focus. We observe that in-focus objects have
higher contrast and sharper edges than out-of-focus objects
which are usually blurred (see Fig. 2). Therefore, we can
estimate the camera focus by computing the region
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motion features as described above. Then, saliency test
for all regions is carried out using the trained classiﬁer
for each frame. Among the qualiﬁed regions, ﬁve regions
with maximum score are selected provided that the score
is above a threshold since we do not expect more than ﬁve
salient objects in the scene based on our assumptions.
Finally, when the salient object information is to be saved
at the end of each shot, we perform a consistency check
for each detected and tracked object and accept qualiﬁed
objects as salient.
4.3. Tracking

Fig. 2. In-focus objects have sharper edges and higher contrast than outof-focus objects.

variance or entropy, which is also associated with variance
in pixel values. We prefer computing the region color
variance since it is much easier to compute than entropy. We
compute the variance over the original, unsmoothed image
so that the computed variance is not adversely aﬀected by
the smoothing operation in preprocessing. We use the following features while deciding on the saliency of a region.
 Detected faces are directly taken to be salient.
 Speed of the object is important since moving objects are
more salient according to our assumptions.
 Region variance is important to detect in-focus objects.
 In-focus salient objects are located in the middle of the
frames most of the time (e.g., a talking head centered
in the frame). Therefore, position information may be
helpful in such cases.
 Regions with aspect ratios too small or too large,
regions with small A2P, A2MBR ratios (see Section
4.2.3), regions that are too large (probably background)
or too small should be eliminated. These are to promote
compact regions and eliminate very thin and long
regions which are most probably not salient or due to
segmentation inaccuracies. Therefore, we also use these
shape features.
 To help diﬀerentiate visually conspicuous regions we use
the color diﬀerence of a region from its neighbors and all
other regions as features.
 Salient regions should be consistent, i.e., they should be
detected in a speciﬁed minimum number of frames
within the shot (e.g., 10% of the frames).
We train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear
kernel by selecting few hundreds of positive and negative
salient region examples from segmented frames and
representing each region by position, shape, color and

Unless we track the detected objects, salient object
detection is not of much use in our video database system
in terms of required manual labeling work since otherwise
the gain in manual labeling time will not improve signiﬁcantly. Moreover, manual selection of objects would produce much more accurate results. Therefore, our primary
aim is to detect and track salient objects so that manual
labeling will be done only once for each object within the
shot when they ﬁrst appear. The system will give the same
label to the objects with the same ID in the following
frames, saving the labeler a huge amount of time in the
ideal case in which all the objects can be detected and
tracked accurately.
We take a feature-based approach to the tracking of
salient regions. We try to ﬁnd a one-to-one correspondence
between salient regions of successive frames. We ﬁrst eliminate some of the regions by using position and shape
information, and then we ﬁnd the similarity between the
remaining regions using color histogram as feature. Our
tracking algorithm is as follows.
1. Add the ﬁrst salient regions to the list of tracked regions.
2. For each frame, ﬁrst check if the tracked objects can be
found in the current frame and if so mark them as
matched.
3. For each detected salient region in the current frame that
is not matched yet, try to ﬁnd a matching region in the
list of unmatched tracked regions. If a match cannot be
found, add this region to the list of tracked regions as
a new region.
4. Two matching regions should be close enough in successive frames within the limits of their velocities. They
should also have similar shape (aspect ratio) and their
areas should be close to each other.
5. The similarity is measured by Euclidean distance
between the feature vectors. If the most similar region
has a similarity larger (or distance smaller) than a
threshold, the correspondence is established.

4.4. Object labeling and knowledge-base construction
After salient objects are detected, tracked and saved on a
shot basis, they are manually labeled. The primary aim of the
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object extraction tool is to decrease the manual work
required in the construction of the video database. This is
achieved by the tracking of the objects throughout the shot
so that for each distinct object in the shot only one labeling
is required. If all the objects appear in the ﬁrst frame of the
shot and all the objects are accurately tracked, then it is
enough to label the ﬁrst frame and let the system label the
remaining frames automatically. This results in tremendous
savings in time and eﬀort. False positives are eliminated at
the labeling stage. The user just skips the object if it is not salient. This brings a small overhead of pressing a key to pass to
the next object. Tracking errors can be corrected in labeling
stage to some extent. If a tracked object is lost in some of the
frames and detected and tracked as a new object later, and if
the user gives the same label to both objects then the error is
corrected by the system considering the two objects to be the
same. Finally, Fact Extractor computes the spatio-temporal
relations between the labeled objects using their MBRs and
inserts them into the database.
4.5. Implementation issues
We have implemented our system on Windows in
C++ by making extensive use of the Open Source Computer Vision Library, OpenCV [40], for image processing.
We also used the open source FFmpeg library [42] to
decode the MPEG video streams. It takes about 4 s to
completely process one frame (detection and tracking)
on an Intel Celeron 1.3 GHz notebook computer.
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5. Experimental results
In this section, we present results of experiments carried
out on TRECVID 2006 news videos and evaluate the performance of the system.
5.1. Data set
We tested our system on videos from TRECVID 2006
video corpus, which consists of news videos from television
broadcasts from diﬀerent countries in diﬀerent languages
(English, Arabic, Chinese). The quality of videos varies.
Most of the outdoor scenes are noisy. Dark, cluttered
and highly dynamic scenes make them very challenging
for an automatic object extraction system.
5.2. Shot boundary detection
We evaluated the performance of shot boundary detector
on one of the news videos with 58,031 frames. We counted
the number of correct detections, false detections and the
number of missed shot boundaries, but did not discriminate
the diﬀerent kinds of transitions. Of 328 shot boundaries
detected, recall is 94% and precision is 93%. The performance is satisfactory and are on the same scale as the latest
results reported in TRECVID contest. Cuts are easy to
detect since the inter frame distance is usually quite high.
Gradual transitions are harder to detect, and most of
the missed boundaries are composed of smooth gradual

Fig. 3. Face detection examples from TRECVID 2006 data set. There is one false detection in the last image.
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transitions. Occasionally, some cuts are missed if the color
distribution of successive frames are close, even though the
transition is sharp. Using edge information additionally
may help improve the performance in such cases.
5.3. Face detection
Fig. 3 shows face detection examples from TRECVID
2006 news videos. We measured the face detection performance as having 87% recall and 83% precision. While measuring the performance, we considered very similar frames
only once since the detection accuracy does not change much
if the frame does not change. We used 130 such frames from

diﬀerent videos and diﬀerent shots. For example, in the ﬁrst
image in Fig. 3, the anchors are detected very accurately. If
we were to consider all the frames of the anchor shots in
the performance measurement, the detection performance
would turn out to be much higher since a high proportion
of news videos is composed of such frames.
5.4. Salient object detection and tracking
The most crucial part of salient object detection is the
segmentation since it directly aﬀects the quality of the
detected object, saliency score and tracking. Fig. 4 shows
segmentation examples of indoor and outdoor scenes from

Fig. 4. Segmentation examples of both indoor and outdoor scenes. From left to right: the original image, the result after initial segmentation, and the
result after merging. Colors for the segmented components are randomly generated for each segmented image.
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our test videos. The segmentation quality is higher in
indoor (studio) scenes due to higher quality and less noise.
Overall, the quality of segmentation is as good as the ones
reported in literature, in which usually simpler video
sequences (e.g., Children sequence, Foreman sequence,
Miss America sequence, etc.) are used to demonstrate the
segmentation performance. Segmentation in dark and
noisy scenes is not successful. Currently, we do no use glo-
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bal motion compensation; therefore, when camera motion
is large regions get merged resulting in low quality segmentation (under-segmentation).
Fig. 5 shows examples for detected salient regions. If the
regions are successfully segmented, they are also classiﬁed
correctly most of the time. In the examples shown, faces
are detected as salient objects; we did not employ a face
detector to detect them. The face detector is useful when

Fig. 5. Examples of salient regions detected in TRECVID 2006 news videos. In these examples, a face detector is not employed, the regions are obtained
directly from segmentation.

Fig. 6. An example of tracking salient regions within a shot from frame 562 to 781.
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the segmentation quality is low, and hence, face regions
cannot be segmented accurately. Fig. 6 shows an example
of salient regions being detected and tracked successfully
within a shot from frames 562 to 781.
We compared the salient object detection performance
of our system with one of the leading saliency model
(SM) approaches described in [32], using the author’s

own MATLAB implementation which is available on the
web [43]. We used two test videos with 668 frames containing mostly outdoor scenes (Fig. 7). We run the SM tool on
the videos frame by frame and retrieved the contours of the
ﬁrst ﬁve ﬁxation points for evaluation. We run our system
without face detection on the same videos. Fig. 7 shows
examples of salient regions detected by both methods.

Fig. 7. Visual comparison of our salient object detection without face detection (right) with SM (left) [32]. On the right column, numbers within rectangles
indicate the rank of saliency.
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Visually, our approach outputs more meaningful regions in
terms of human perception. Fig. 8 shows the precision–
recall graph obtained on the same set of videos by visually
evaluating the correctness of the detected regions in ranked
order. The SM approach is somewhat better in precision at
low and high recall rates. If we also employ a face detector
in our system, the performance improves depending on the
number and quality of face regions contained in the video
frames.
The recall and precision values can be adjusted by tuning the thresholds for saliency detection. For instance, if
we use a low threshold for consistency, recall will increase
while precision will decrease. Low precision will result in
larger amount of manual work to skip the false detections
without giving a label; low recall will result in low system
performance. After labeling, all false detections are eliminated, therefore, the precision in the resulting system
becomes 100%.

5.5. Performance evaluation
In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our system in
terms of reduction in labeling time, which is our primary
goal, we measured time requirements for fully manual
labeling and labeling after automatic salient object detection as summarized in Table 1. We manually labeled sev-
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eral frames in diﬀerent shots and computed an average
labeling time per frame as 25 s. Then, we estimated the
total time requirement for a video segment by multiplying
the total number of frames with the average labeling time
per frame. For the automatic case, we run the system, with
face detection capability, which detected, tracked and
saved salient objects after which we labeled the saved
objects as described in Section 4.4 since it does not take
much time in this case. Table 1 shows a huge reduction
of approximately 99% in labeling time. If we also consider
the oﬄine automatic processing time, the reduction is 87%.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have proposed an automatic salient
object extraction tool, as a component of a video database system, BilVideo. The tool extracts salient objects
and spatio-temporal relations among them from a video
automatically in order to speed up the processing, labeling, and indexing of videos for spatio-temporal querying.
The proposed tool greatly reduces the time and user
eﬀort required for video indexing. To our knowledge,
our framework is the ﬁrst attempt to address this
problem.
The performance of the tool can be improved in several
ways. Global motion compensation should be supported to
account for camera motion. In addition to the currently
used easily computable, simple feature set other features
proposed in the literature should also be experimented
for saliency detection to improve the accuracy. Finally,
we are planning to automate the whole process of detection, tracking and labeling to completely eliminate human
intervention so that our video database system, BilVideo,
can accommodate huge video archives.
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